HEALTHCARE
HIGH-BANDWIDTH AND
WIRELESS NETWORKS BRING
INSTANT, SECURE TRANSMISSION
OF LARGE DATA FILES AND
MASSIVE DEVICE CONNECTIVITY
TO HEALTHCARE FACILITIES.

Zayo fuels global innovation for top Healthcare Organizations

Zayo provides services to
950+ hospitals and clinics and
200+ pharmaceutical companies

70% of the top hospitals
partner with Zayo

Zayo is a trusted partner to 5 of the
top 6 medical device companies

Zayo serves 4 out of the top 5
genomics companies
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Dedicated fiber and 100G+ wave capabilities ensure healthcare institutions
have maximum physical security and never run out of capacity
Security, Failover and Redundancy
●
●
●

Ensure maximum network privacy and uptime with dedicated fiber, private hardware and encryption options
Bring key IT resources – both data and systems – back online after a natural or human-induced disaster
with Disaster Recovery as a Service
Maintain security compliance with HIPAA offerings

Real-time Communication
●
●
●

Process large data files of high-throughput applications including remote robotics surgery and genomics
technologies through edge deployments
Improve network speed and performance across any location including hospital campuses, clinics, bioscience
facilities, health insurance companies and the health information exchange
Transmit critical video and voice messages with guaranteed uptime, even during a healthcare crisis

Massive Device Connectivity
●
●
●

Meet evolving connectivity requirements and growing bandwidth demands with high-capacity, dedicated fiber
Deliver sophisticated solutions to patients in the most remote areas with mobile and telehealth applications
leveraging USAC funds
Digitize and share records and images across hospitals, clinics and medical offices
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Zayo’s network solutions enable stronger wireless coverage, including 5G
deployment, in healthcare facilities

Network to Support Campus Environments
Hospital to anchor coverage across medical district supporting
the mobility of healthcare professionals

Device Connectivity
Scalable and secure networks to support the density of connected devices
in healthcare environments

Outdoor, Indoor and 5G Infrastructure

Partnerships and assets necessary to drive 5G coverage
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Zayo provides core infrastructure to major hospital groups, pharmaceutical
companies and insurance groups
Challenge:

A growing pharmaceutical company undertaking a
global expansion opened local operations in Singapore.
To support their global growth, they required a reliable
fiber backbone to support international connectivity
from key data centers in the USA to APAC.

Solution:

Zayo constructed an IPVPN fiber network paired with
key cloud on-ramps and a 10G fiber backbone, providing
connectivity to key locations between the US, Europe
and APAC.

Core Infrastructure Solutions:
Dark Fiber
Wavelengths
Colocation
Private Networks
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Zayo offers a DDoS Protection product for medical facilities to protect
against DDoS attacks, ensuring only clean traffic is delivered
Challenge:

A large medical facility in the northeast United States
faced a Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack.
Having no protection, the attack shut down operations
and disabled the facility’s Electronic Medical Record
(EMR) system. As a result the trauma center was forced
to turn away all patients.

Solution:

Zayo promptly executed an on-demand DDoS mitigation,
scrubbing the medical facility’s bandwidth and getting
operations back in under 2 hours. Zayo continued
diverting malicious traffic while implementing Zayo’s
Standard DDoS Protection with proactive monitoring
and authorized mitigation.

Core Infrastructure Solutions:
DDoS Protection
DIA
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Zayo's Network Firewall and Managed Security offerings create innovative
solutions to support growing security needs in healthcare
Challenge:

As healthcare shifts towards Telehealth, accelerated as a
result of the COVID-19 pandemic, increased security and
protection of electronic Protected Health Information (ePHI)
and Health Information Exchanges (HIE) is paramount. A
large healthcare provider required multiple, cost-effective
cloud connections on a secure network to minimize
increasing security threats.

Solution:

Zayo paired its Network Firewall as a Service (NFaaS), DDoS
Protection and CloudLink products for a secure solution
adhering to HIPAA compliance requirements. The solution
created cost savings by utilizing private cloud connectivity to
bypass the public internet and decrease the customer's data
egress fees.

Products:
DIA
DDoS Protection
Firewall as a Service (NFaaS)
CloudLink
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Zayo’s network density allows ubiquitous service for healthcare campuses
Challenge:

Healthcare campuses require dense fiber
networks and telecommunications services
to support advanced medical use cases.

Solution:

Zayo deployed a 100% fiber network
to cover an entire healthcare campus. The
network supports the anchor hospital group
and the surrounding ancillary medical offices.

Medical Campus Solutions:
Dark Fiber
Ethernet
DIA
CloudLink
5G 4G wireless coverage
Colocation
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Zayo provides global infrastructure to major pharmaceutical companies
and medical device manufacturers
Challenge:

A major medical device manufacturer headquartered in
the Eastern United States needed connectivity to
remote locations in EMEA. The legacy network lacked
ample bandwidth and redundancy solutions. To support
their growth, the company required a stable network
with low latency and scalable connectivity.

Solution:

Zayo designed a high bandwidth international ring
between NYC, London and Paris solving for redundancy
and diverse connectivity to data centers across western
Europe minimizing network down time.

Core Infrastructure Solutions:
Global Reach
Wavelengths
DIA
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Zayo provides fiber infrastructure to major healthcare insurers supporting
their data center connectivity strategy
Challenge:

A major health insurance provider in California
required increased bandwidth, reliability and
security for Electronic Medical Records (EMR) to
ensure HIPAA compliance.

Solution:

Zayo built a 100G dark fiber ring and deployed
dedicated equipment to create a Private
Dedicated Network, connecting two data centers
and an office location.

Fiber Infrastructure Solutions:
Dark Fiber
Private Dedicated Networks (PDN)
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Zayo provides national and international infrastructure to major healthcare
insurers supporting their data center connectivity strategy
Challenge:

A large healthcare company required high bandwidth
fiber connectivity to dozens of locations to support their
health research mission. They needed a provider whose
network could scale to the bandwidth needs of each
research institution.

Solution:

Zayo connected 40+ Canadian locations with
high-performing WAN network.

Core Infrastructure Solutions:
Fiber
MPLS
Ethernet
SD-WAN
DIA
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Next steps
Let's set up a meeting to explore how Zayo can help plan and execute your digital healthcare transformation
strategy. During that meeting, we can further discuss how Zayo's portfolio can support your needs through
Dark Fiber, Wavelengths, Internet Connectivity, SD-WAN and Cloud Connectivity.
To engage, please contact:

Chris Parra
Vice President, Business Development and Strategy
Office: 720.590.6594
christopher.parra@zayo.com

Chat with an Expert now:
Call us:

Live Chat

North America: 866.364.6033 | UK: +44 (0) 20 7220 3800 | France: +33 (0) 1 49 97 07 40

Explore Zayo's Expansive Fiber Network | www.zayo.com
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